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What isETmiss - Example: (W → µν) + jets
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The ATLAS Detector



Inner Detector
Calorimeters


Liquid Argon (LAr)








Sampling calorimeter
182 468 channels
Forward Calorimeters reach to |η| < 4.9

Cryostat - surrounding LAr to maintain
cryogenic temperatures for the liquid
argon
Tile Calorimeter




Scintillating polystyrene tile
10 364 channels
|η| < 1.7



Muon Spectrometer



Near-hermetic
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miss,calo
Cell Clustering for Ex(y)
Term

In ATLAS the ETmiss calculation can be broken into three terms:
miss = E miss,calo + E miss,cryo + E miss,muons
Ex(y)
x(y)
x(y)
x(y)

Clustering


4 - 2 - 0 scheme for constructing
topological clusters and suppressing
noise:









Cells with |Ecell | > 4σnoise seed the
cluster
Cells with |Ecell | > 2σnoise
iteratively added
Remaining neighbor cells
( |Ecell | > 0 ) form surface of cluster
Known noisy cells (∼ 0.1%) are
excluded
Collisions: ∼ 2500 cells selection,
Random Triggers: ∼ 800 cells

Non-compensating design requires
hadronic corrections
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miss,calo
Calibration Schema for Ex(y)
Term


EM scale - Preliminary calibration which does not take into
account different respose between EM and hadronic objects

Two options for calibration past EM scale
 Global cell energy-density weighting (GCW) calibration scheme
 weights cells based on cell energy-density
 has been tuned to minimize difference between truth and
reconstructed jets in MC
miss,cryo
 Requires E
term (small except for high-pT jets)
x(y)


Local cluster weighting (LCW) calibration scheme
 Uses topological shape difference to weight em/hadronic
 weights tuned using single pion Monte Carlo
miss,cryo
 E
= 0 when LCW used
x(y)
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miss,calo
Refined Calibration Scheme for Ex(y)
Term


matches cells to high-pT
objects in order



removes overlap between
cells



applies the proper
calibration to cells
associated with each
object



produces a CellOut term
for topocluster cells not
associated wtih any
object



results in final refined
calo term (see graphic)
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ETmiss Muon Term
miss,µ
Ex(y)
=−

X

Muon Efficiency (MC)

µ
Ex(y)

selected muons


Good quality muons matching tracker
with spectrometer (combined)
(|η| < 2.5)



Only spectrometer 2.5 < |η| < 2.7



Muons lost in service cracks may be
recovered via special
tracker-calorimeter algorithms →



Isolation: q
2
+ ∆φ2µ,jet < 0.3)
(∆Rµ,jet = ∆ηµ,jet



Isolated muons



pT used from combined measurement
miss,calo,µ
Ex(y)
is discarded against
double counting



Non-Isolated muons
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Difficult to remove overlap between
muon and jet cells
Muon term becomes
miss,µ
miss,calo,µ
Ex(y) spectro + Ex(y)
If significant mismatch between
combined and spectrometer pT →
use combined measurement minus
energy loss estimate

ETmiss Tails - Jet Cleaning






In analyses, we select on large-ETmiss events
Want real large-ETmiss , not instrumental tails
To date have cleaning cuts on jet algorithms (pTEMscale,jet > 10GeV ) against:
 Noise bursts
 Out-of-time events
Considerable effect on tails already
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The ETmiss plots on
the next
√ few slides
use s = 7TeV data
taken in April and
May, 2010.



∼ 15 million
Minimum Bias events



Minimal trigger and
event requirements.

ETmiss Performance - EMScale vs LCW vs GCW
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At left, Minimum Bias events using only
the EM scale



miss in the LCW
Below, comparison of ET
and GCW calibration schemes with
Minimum Bias events. Both show good
agreement with Minimum Bias MC



Note that LCW/GCW do not introduce
tails



In each plot Monte Carlo is normalized
to the number of events in data

ETmiss Resolution vs ΣET

DATA
 σ(Exmiss , Eymiss )

=a×

√

Monte Carlo
ΣET



Gives view of ETmiss performance over ΣET range



Plots above for data and MC show the improvement gained using either GCW
or LCW



Note, ΣET is at EM-scale and the resolution of the LCW and GCW plots are
scaled accordingly
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ETmiss Performance - LCW vs GCW vs MC



The ratio
miss,cal

Ex(y)

miss,EM
Ex(y)



illustrates the effect of going from EM-scale topoclusters and applying the LCW or
GCW calibration schemes
Can see that data and MC track similarly over EM-scale ΣET range, but LCW &
GCW are quite distinct in data and MC
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ETmiss Performance - LCW vs GCW vs MC



The double ratio
miss,cal

(Ex(y)

miss,EM

/Ex(y)

miss,cal

(Ex(y)

)data

miss,EM

/Ex(y)

)MC

shows that data and MC agree to better than 2% before diverging at higher ΣET


This shows our current Monte Carlo is adequate for calculating the cell calibration
functions to be used in both GCW & LCW
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ETmiss Dependence on Event Topology

EM Scale

LCW



EM > 20GeV
In the left plot can be seen that requiring the event have jets with pT
causes the resolution to degrade from the all event inclusive case



In the right plot the LCW calibration is applied and reverses some, but not all, of this
degradation, particularly in the higher-ΣET regions



While EM scale is better for inclusive signal, requiring jets shows need for further
calibration beyond EM
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Refined Object Terms






The object calibrated ETmiss terms for jets (left) and CellOut (right)

See reasonable agreement in both terms
Small differences in shape merit further investigation
Note, default ATLAS jet pT cut is 20GeV ; this plot goes lower to
evaluate performance
Monte Carlo is normalized to the number of events in data
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Refined Object Terms






The object calibrated ETmiss terms for electrons (left) and muons
(right)

pTe > 10GeV
Contribution small, as expected for Minimum Bias
γ, τ terms negligible, waiting for more data
Monte Carlo is normalized to the number of events in data
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ETmiss Distribution with the Refined Calibration Scheme

 The refined (RefFinal) E miss distribution for Minimum Bias events after undergoing both the LCW and Refined
T
Calibration schemes; summed from the terms on the previous 2 slides.
 The distribution and agreement are broadly similar to the E miss from the LCW calibration, because of the minimal
T
miss,calo,jet
miss,calo,CellOut
presence of non-hadronic objects and ET
and ET
both being calibrated only with LCW
 Monte Carlo is normalized to the number of events in data
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Analysis Example - ETmiss in W → `ν



√
s = 7TeV Data taken March to July, 2010



miss,muons
ETmiss is EM scale topoclusters (+Ex(y)
for µ channel)




Good agreement with Monte Carlo
√
Part of first W cross section with s = 7 TeV pp



Recall Elina Berglund’s talk earlier
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Supersymmetry and ETmiss




Posits a new symmetry between fermion/boson which may
settle outstanding issues with the standard model
SUSY Models often include R-Parity - conserved &
multiplicative
 -1 for SUSY, 1 for SM
 Results in stable Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP,
0
e.g. χ̃1 as below)
miss
 If only weakly-interacting → invisible → E
signature
T
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Status of ETmiss in SUSY Searches
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√

s = 7TeV Data taken from
March to July, 2010

In the two plots to left, ETmiss is
calculated using EM scale
topoclusters and isolated muons
Top: Jets+ETmiss channel: Loose
selection shows good Monte Carlo
agreement
Bottom: Jets+ ≥ 1lepton+ETmiss
channel: Again, loose selection
shows good Monte Carlo
agreement



Second plot shows strong potential
utility of ETmiss as signal selector



More SUSY in Keith Edmond’s
talk later today

Conclusions






Our techniques for ETmiss are progressing ably toward their nominal
performance as ongoing data collection improves our ability to look
at non-hadronic objects and gauge their calibrations, moving
step-by-step from the simplest method to more complex methods
Theory predicts ETmiss will be a key signature in SUSY searches,
but statistics are sparse at this early date
More to come as the data rolls in
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More info
See the following notes for more information:


ATLAS-CONF-2010-038 - Jet Cleaning



ATLAS-CONF-2010-039 - ETmiss Performance



ATLAS-CONF-2010-057 - ETmiss Performance & Calibration



ATLAS-CONF-2010-051 - W → `ν production cross secton (Zll observation)



ATLAS-CONF-2010-065 - Jets & 0-lepton & ETmiss SUSY Early Results



ATLAS-CONF-2010-066 - ≥1-lepton SUSY & Jets & ETmiss Early Results

Backup - ETmiss Defs
Exmiss,calo = −

Ncell
X

Ei sinθi cosφi

i=1

Eymiss,calo = −
ETmiss,calo =
ΣET =

N
cells
X
i=1

Ncell
X

Ei sinθi sinφi

q i=1

(Exmiss,calo )2 + (Eymiss,calo )2

Ei sinθi

Backup - Cryostat Term Details



LCW - corrected at cluster level, ETmiss,cryo = 0
GCW - correlates energies in last LAr level to first
tile level
X jet,cryo
miss,cryo
 E
=
−
Ex(y)
x(y)
jets







q

jet
jet
EEM3
× EHAD1
cosφjet /coshηjet
q
jet
jet
× EHAD1
sinφjet /coshηjet
Exjet,cryo = w cryo EEM3
cryo
w
calibration factor determined along with
GCW weights
Cryo correction negligible except for high-pT jets

Exjet,cryo

=w

cryo

Backup - Event Selection in ETmiss Plots - Expanded
Minimum Bias events satisfy:


Minimum Bias Trigger Scintillator (MBTS, 2.1 < |η| < 3.8)
fired



5 reconstructed tracks from primary vertex



∆tLAr −endcaps < 5ns and ∆tMBTS < 10ns

→15.2 million MinBias events (0.34nb −1 )




L1Calo events satisfy L1Calo trigger (significant energy in
calorimeters)
→5.4 million L1Calo events (∼ 14.3nb −1 )
Events with jets with pTEMscale > 10GeV that fail ATLAS jet
quality are discarded (∼ 10−2 %)

Backup - Jet Cleaning
emscale
Quality cuts based on anti-kT (R = 0.4) algorithm jets. For jets with pT
> 10GeV , if:
 HEC Noise Bursts, event rejected if:
X
jet
E jet,HEC > 0.8 AND N
Ecell >= 0.9E ) < 6
cells (
jet
E

Ncells

 EM Noise Bursts, event rejected if:
X
jet,LAr
Ecell
problem cells
E jet,LAr

jet,LAr
>= .8 AND E jet
>= .95
E

 Out-of-time, event rejected if:
event
|t jet − tavg
| > 50ns
Eliminates ∼ 10−4 of selected collision events (see ATLAS-CONF-2010-038 - Jet Cleaning)

Backup - ETmiss Performance - L1Calo Performance
(Jets)



L1Calo events compared to QCD MC, with LCW calibration. Agreement is
best at low-ΣET , weakens as ΣET increases. L1Calo requires triggering energy
in calorimeter, so presence of jets broadens resolution (∼5 million events)

Backup - ETmiss Resolution vs ΣET

DATA
 σ(Exmiss , Eymiss )

=a×

√

Monte Carlo
ΣET



Gives view of ETmiss performance over ΣET range



Plots above for data and MC show the improvement gained using either GCW
or LCW



Note, ΣET is also calibrated as (EM, GCW, LCW)

Backup - R-Parity

Backup - SUSY Event Selection


















ETmiss in the SUSY DiLepton plots is calculated using EM scale
topoclusters and isolated muons
lead(2nd)
Require events with two leptons (pT
> 20(10)GeV ), with
ml,l > 5GeV
Triggered using hardware based 6 GeV Muon trigger or (5 GeV
electron trigger AND 10 GeV loose photon trigger)
Reject events with an electron at EM calorimeter transition region
1.37 < |η| < 1.52 rejected
Reject events with bad jets and fewer than 5 tracks from the
primary vertex
Require two anti-kT (R = 0.4) good jets, |η| < 2.5 and
pT > 30GeV
Opposite-sign same flavor DiLepton, Bottom: Same-sign opposite-flavor
DiLepton
lead(2nd)
These two plots require two-lepton events (pT
> 20(10)GeV , with
ml,l > 5GeV )
As we can see, the results so far are consistant with the standard model
Monte Carlo. The plots do provide an illustration of the potential utility
of ETmiss in isolating a SUSY signal, even with it magnified here 10×

Status of ETmiss in Jets & 0-Lepton Channel
lead(2nd)



Uses anti-kT (R = 0.4) jet algorithm, pT
(hadronic scale), |η| < 2.5

> 70(30)GeV



Must satisfy jet cleaning cuts given earlier and 5 tracks from the
primary vertex cut



Event rejected if it contains e/µ with pT > 10GeV



At current integrated luminosity data is in agreement with
standard model Monte Carlo, no excess seen in any ETmiss channel

Backup - What ATLAS Sees (Can’t See) and How

Backup - Event Display of Event with ETmiss > 100GeV
1st,2ndjets
alljets
MEff
= 915GeV , MEff
= 1156GeV , ETmiss = 118GeV ,
+
1 isolated µ with pT = 25GeV , η = 2.33

Backup - ETmiss Monte Carlo
For MET MinBias







Generated using PYTHIA
∼20 million events
Tuned to previous hadron colliders
non/single/double diffractive processes
GEANT 4 used for detector description
Event selection applied equally

For MET L1Calo




QCD Jets from PYTHIA 2-to-2 matrix element and parton showers
Samples generated in parton pT bins [8, 560]GeV
Recombined by weighting by cross section
Physics process

Cross section × BR / nb

Luminosity / nb−1

9.85 × 106

0.14

5

2.06

Di-jets (QCD) 35 ≤ p̂T < 70 GeV

4

4.10 × 10

34.1

Di-jets (QCD) 70 ≤ p̂T < 140 GeV

2.20 × 103

636

Di-jets (QCD) 8 ≤ p̂T < 17 GeV
Di-jets (QCD) 17 ≤ p̂T < 35 GeV

6.78 × 10

Di-jets (QCD) 140 ≤ p̂T < 280 GeV

88

1.59 × 104

Di-jets (QCD) 280 ≤ p̂T < 560 GeV

2.35

5.96 × 105

0.034

4.12 × 107

Di-jets (QCD) 560 GeV ≤ p̂T

Backup - SUSY Monte Carlo





√
All produced at s = 7TeV
Generated with PYTHIA and HERWIG (+JIMMY)
All passed through GEANT4 ATLAS simulation
miss
QCD Jet samples same as ET
MC

Physics process

Table:

Cross section × BR / nb

Luminosity / nb−1

W → eν

10.45

2.0 × 105

W → µν

10.45

2.0 × 105

W → τν

10.45

2.0 × 105

Z → ν ν̄

5.82

1.0 × 105

Z → e+e−

0.79

5.0 × 105

+ −

Z →µ µ

0.79

5.0 × 105

Z → τ +τ −

0.79

5.0 × 105

t t̄

0.164

7.0 × 106

SU4 SUSY point

0.060

11.9 × 105

Standard model and SUSY benchmark point Monte Carlo samples used in this analysis including cross
section times branching ratio and the equivalent integrated luminosity of the sample. p̂T is the transverse momentum of
the two partons involved in the hard scattering process. The cross sections reported are given at NNLO for W → lν
and Z → ν ν̄, at NLO with NLL for t t̄ and at leading order for jet production via QCD processes (referred to as QCD in
the following) and Z → l + l − .

